A “System Solution” For Every Installation

As today’s hospitality construction market continues to rebound nationally, Bostik supports its customers by offering system solutions to improve durability, accelerate installation and ultimately, optimize end-user comfort. When your project calls for installing hardwood, resilient, tile, natural stone flooring or wall covering materials, specify a Bostik system. With 125 years of innovation behind us, your expectations will be exceeded!

Bostik is one of the world’s largest adhesive companies, with direct access to tomorrow’s polymer science research from our parent organization, Arkema. Our innovative formulations offer comprehensive solutions for essentially every single type of bonded material on the market today. So whether it is a hardwood or resilient floor, a stone accent wall, a tile shower stall or a glass mosaic backsplash for which you’ll be specifying an installation system, Bostik offers you the best solution. Your clientele will benefit from a faster installation, a more comfortable living space and the peace-of-mind our system warranties ensure. So, when faced with your next bonding challenge, contact Bostik for the very best system solution!

FEATURED PRODUCTS

**ULTRA-SET® SINGLESTEP2™**
- Easy clean before and after cure
- Lifetime warranty for unlimited moisture vapor protection
- Superior sound dampening performance

**DIMENSION® RapidCure™**
- Blends naturally with tile
- No sealing required
- Contains 60% recycled glass
Tile & Stone Installation Systems

Whether you require a set of materials to install the finest natural stone flooring or a broad spectrum of recycled, glass-based, premium grouts to accentuate any tile, our innovation awaits. We have developed a variety of systems based on your project’s budget and required warranty. Innovation, durability and confidence are what Bostik systems bring to each project.

Our recent breakthrough is Dimension® RapidCure™, a reflective, water-based, urethane grout that contains micro-glass beads and a translucent, urethane binder that both reflect light as well as allow it to pass through. This creates a variety of aesthetic effects in virtually all tile options available today. It may add an elegant sparkle and/or blend naturally with traditional tile and stone. It also creates a three dimensional effect within clear glass tile installations.

### SYSTEM SURFACE PREPARATION WATERPROOFING & CRACK ISOLATION MORTARS & THIN SETS GROUTS

**25 Year System**
- SL-150™ & Universal Primer™
- Ultra-Set® Advanced
- Black-Top™
- Single-Flex® FS with 425™ Admixture
- Reflex®
- StoneWall™
- Big Tile and Stone™
- Glass-Mate™
- Dimension® RapidCure™
- TruColor® RapidCure™
- EZPoxy™
- Ceramic Tile Grout™ (Sanded & Unsanded) with 1900™ Admixture

**10 Year System**
- SL-150™ & Universal Primer™
- GoldPlus™
- Single-Flex® FS
- Single-Flex®
- Bostik PM™
- Ceramic Tile Grout™ (Sanded & Unsanded) with 425™ Admixture

**5 Year System**
- SL-150™ & Universal Primer™
- GoldPlus™
- Porcelain-Mate™
- Ceramic Tile Grout™ (Sanded)
- Dry Tile Grout™ (Unsanded)
**Resilient Installation Systems**

Bostik’s new range of high performance, resilient flooring installation adhesives is comprised of both industry leading polyurethane and water-based acrylic technology. This new range of products brings customers the simplicity, performance and confidence they have come to expect from Bostik. Bostik Systems are designed to bond LVT, VCT, sheet vinyl, rubber, cork, linoleum, or carpet & pad, to concrete, plywood, or other substrates common to resilient floor coverings.

**SYSTEM** | **VAPOR BARRIER** | **SURFACE PREPARATION** | **ADHESIVE**
--- | --- | --- | ---
**10 Year System** | - D-261™ & Extreme Primer™ | - SL-150™ | - PowerElastic™
| - D-250™ & Universal Primer™ | | - LVT-Lock™ | - GreenFusion™
---

Surface preparation products not required for Lifetime Warranty. See technical datasheet for details.

**Hospitality Construction**

**Hardwood Installation Systems**

Bostik is the leader in hardwood installation systems. Our most recent technological breakthrough will help you meet code while reducing your project cost and timeline. Ultra-Set® SingleStep2™ with Bostik’s AXIOS™ Tri-Linking™ polymer technology is ideal for high rise and multi-family construction that have acoustic requirements. With an IIC of 70 dB, ΔIIC of 21, and an STC of 67, our revolutionary product is as effective as a ¼” cork underlayment for sound abatement, eliminating the need for additional materials, labor and adhesives.

---
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